Abstract. The Fano classification program proposed by Coates-Corti-Galkin-Golyshev-Kasprzyk is based on the mirror symmetry prediction that the regularized quantum period of a Fano should be equivalent to the classical period of its mirror Landau-Ginzburg potential. We prove that this mirror equivalence follows from versions of the Frobenius structure conjecture of Gross-HackingKeel. We also find that the regularized quantum period, which is defined in terms of descendant Gromov-Witten numbers, is in fact given by certain naive curve counts.
Introduction
One of the foundational ideas in the Fanosearch program [CCG + 13] is the notion that one might be able to classify Fano's by instead classifying their mirror Landau-Ginzburg potentials. Associated to a Fano Y is a "regularized quantum period" G Y defined in terms of certain descendant Gromov-Witten numbers of Y , cf. Definition 1.1. We prove that these descendant Gromov-Witten numbers are in fact given by certain naive counts of rational curves in Y , cf. Theorem 1.2.
On the other hand, associated to a Landau-Ginzburg potential W is a "classical period" π W defined in terms of the constant terms of powers of W , cf. Definition 1.11. One says that Y and W are mirror if G Y = π W . The Frobenius structure conjecture [GHK15b, arXiv v1, Conj. 0.8] and the constructions of [CPS] suggest a precise way to construct the mirror potential W . Under an additional toric transversality hypothesis (shown by the author to hold for cluster varieties [Man] ), or using a naive-counting version of the Frobenius structure conjecture (which Keel-Yu will show holds for all affine log Calabi-Yau varieties containing a Zariski open algebraic torus [KY] ), we show that this candidate W really is mirror to Y , cf. Theorem 1.12. This may be viewed as an algebro-geometric analog of [Ton, Thm. 1.1]. One hopes that combining our results with those of [GS] will yield this mirror symmetry result for all Fano's.
1.1. Regularized quantum periods. By a Fano variety, we shall mean a smooth compact complex variety Y such that the anti-canonical bundle −K Y is ample. More generally, a Fano orbifold is a smooth integral separated Deligne-Mumford stack Y which is proper and finite type over Spec C and for which −K Y is ample. Let A * (Y ) denote the integral Chow lattice of Y (cf. [EG98, Kre99] ), and let NE(Y ) denote the cone in A 1 (Y ) generated by classes of effective curves. Now given a Fano orbifold Y and β ∈ NE(Y ), let M 0,1 (Y, β) be the moduli space of stable maps ϕ : (C, x) → Y , where C is a curve of genus 0 with a single marked point x and with ϕ * [C] = β. We refer to β as the class of the maps ϕ, and we refer to One may apply the map z β → t d β to obtain a version of G Y in Q t as in [CCG + 13] , but it will present no extra difficulties for us to work with this slightly richer version of periods. This will also prove advantageous when viewing classical periods as Laurent polynomials, cf. Remark 1.13.
Remark 1.3. We note that G Y (t) could alternatively be defined by setting
where M 0,3 (Y, β) is the moduli space of stable maps with 3 marked points x 1 , x 2 , x 3 . The equivalence for d β ≥ 1 follows from the Fundamental Class Axiom, while the equivalence for d β = 0 follows from the Point Mapping Axiom (cf. [Gro11, pg. 39] for a nice list of axioms for Gromov-Witten theory). 
This last condition means that, for i = 1, . . . , s, if
with order k i , and furthermore, these account for all intersections of ϕ(C) with D. 
Then there exists a product * on QH We now give the cases where Conjecture 1.4 is known to hold. By a cluster Fano pair, we mean a cluster log pair (Y, D) as in [Man, §2] for which Y is Fano. This is roughly a Fano pair (Y, D) with maximal boundary such that Y \ D is (up to codimension 2) a fiber or subfamily of a cluster X -variety as in [FG09] or [GHK15a] . These include cases where Y is only smooth as an orbifold. We describe Conjecture 1.4 as a "weak" version of the Frobenius structure conjecture because we do not include the usual requirement that * is uniquely determined by (5) (although this uniqueness does hold in the cases from [KY] and [Man] as in Theorem 1.5). We note that the condition that D is ample can also be significantly weakened, e.g., replaced with the condition that D supports an ample divisor. This version is "naive" because each N naive β (q 1 , . . . , q s ) is given by naive counts of rational curves, rather than by the descendant log Gromov-Witten counts which we explain next. 
over Spec C satisfying the following collection of conditions:
• C has genus 0,
. Furthermore, if t 1 is the generator for the ghost sheaf of Y † at a generic point of D i , and t 2 is the generator for the ghost sheaf of
When the component of C containing x i is not mapped entirely into D, this last condition means that the intersection multiplicity of ϕ(C) with
) denote the universal curve over the moduli space. Let ω π denote the relative cotangent bundle of π, and let σ i denote the section of π corresponding to x i . Analogously to (2), define
We can now define the relevant log Gromov-Witten numbers: 
This is the version of N β used in [GHK15b, arXiv v1, §0.4], and it will be useful to us in §2. The advantage of the version of N β in (8) is just that it elegantly includes the s = 1 cases.
We will want the curves from the Gromov-Witten counts of Conjecture 1.6 to satisfy the following additional property: Here, when we say that ϕ :
[pt], we just mean that ϕ(x s+1 ) equals some genercally specified point y of Y . We say ϕ satisfies a generic representative of ψ s−1 s+1 if it is in the intersection of the supports of the divisors associated to s − 1 generically specified rational sections of the line bundle L log s+1 , i.e., if it is in the support of a generically specified representative of the Euler class of (L D) with the product * . Given f ∈ A and any d ∈ Z ≥0 , we can write
, where the sum is over a finite collection of
Definition 1.11. Consider f ∈ A as above. The classical period of f ∈ A is defined to be
The assumption that β.
[D] ≥ d whenever c β,f,d = 0 ensures that π f is a well-defined formal series. The primary example we have in mind, essentially as proposed by [CPS] , is f = W := ϑ [D1] +. . .+ϑ [Ds] where D 1 , . . . , D s are the irreducible components of D. The assumption is indeed easily seen to hold for f = W .
We are now prepared to state our second main theorem: 
In particular, by [Man] , this holds for cluster Fano pairs, and by [KY] , this holds for Fano pairs whose interior is a smooth variety containing a Zariski open torus. 
Equivalently, by expanding So taking coefficients in Q NE(Y ) rather than just in Q seems to allow us to define classical periods via (12) more generally than might otherwise be possible. Example 1.14. When (Y, D) is a cluster Fano pair, the mirror Spec A is the Langlands dual cluster variety [Man, Thm. 1.4], meaning that Spec A contains many algebraic tori corresponding to the different clusters. Restricting W to any of these yields a finite Laurent polynomial, and the description of π W as in (12) applies. Indeed, in these cases, a perturbation of Y trop will contain a cell complex, essentially part of the cluster complex, and for generic Q in the interior of one of these cells, ϕ Q corresponds to the inclusion of a corresponding cluster torus in Spec A. Choosing a different algebraic torus in Spec A will result in a different expression for f , e.g., related by some sequence of mutations. One therefore considers Laurent polynomials up to mutation equivalence as in [CCG + 13] .
3 Morally, the torus γ := {|z 1 | = . . . = |zn| = 1} should be the class of an SYZ fiber of the mirror Spec A. The form
can be viewed as the holomorphic volume form Ω on the mirror with log poles along the boundary, normalized so that γ Ω = 1.
1.5. Further history and context. Landau-Ginzburg mirrors for toric Fano manifolds first appeared in Hori-Vafa [HV] . A description of the superpotentials in terms of certain counts of Maslov index 2 holomorphic disks was then proved in [CO06] . The mirror correspondence G Y = π W as in (11) originally appeared in [Gol07] . The tropical construction of W is due to [CPS] , and the application of this construction to understanding (11) was worked out in detail for Y = P 2 in [Pri] . A version of Theorem 1.12 has been proven from the symplectic viewpoint in [Ton, Thm. 1.1], where W is defined in terms of a choice of monotone Lagrangian torus in Y . A much richer "bulk-deformed" version of superpotentials and such mirror correspondences was studied tropically for P 2 in [Gro10] , and the bulk-deformed version of (11) [KY] and [GS] , respectively, and for additional helpful conversations.
Proofs
We will repeatedly use the following result of Lehmann and Tanimoto: 
Proof. First note that because we have only one marked point, we cannot have a contracted component without having at least two non-contracted components as well. So it suffices to prove that curves ϕ : C → Y satisfying the generically specified conditions cannot have multiple non-contracted components.
By the Fano assumption, every non-contracted component contributes positively to the intersection with the boundary. Hence, if ϕ : C → Y does have multiple non-contracted components, then the component C x containing the marked point x has degree strictly less than d. If deg(C x ) = 1, then C x cannot contain a general point y (using Lemma 2.1), thus ruling out this case. Similarly, if d = 2 and deg(C x ) = 0, then C must include two degree 1 components which hit the general point y, again a contradiction.
Next consider the cases with deg(C x ) = 0 and d > 2. Let C 0 be the union of all components of C contracted by ϕ, and let C -condition, as desired. Now suppose instead that Conjecture 1.8 holds for (Y, D). Given C ∈ M 0,1 (Y, β), we can lift C to a log stable map in
be the map forgetting the log structure and taking x d+1 to x. We have that ψ d+1 − Forget * ψ x is supported on the locus where the curve-component containing x is destabilized by forgetting the marked points x 1 , . . . , x d . This is clearly disjoint from the locus ev
satisfies generic representatives of the point and ψ-class conditions, then so do any log curves in Forget −1 (C). Such log curves are torically transverse by the assumption that Conjecture 1.8 holds, so C must have been torically transverse as well, proving the claim.
We are now ready to prove our main theorems.
Proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.12. First note that the degree d = 0 and d = 1 cases of both theorems follow easily using the Fundamental Class Axiom as in Remark 1.7 and our previous observation that Lemma 2.1 implies there are no degree 1 curves hitting a generic point y ∈ Y . So from now on, we 
where the sum is over all s-partitions P of d. Suppose Conjecture 1.6 holds, so the
where q P is a d-tuple consisting of
). Forgetting the log structure of (Y, D) induces a proper map Forget :
(taking the marking x d+1 to the marking x). Lemma 2.3 ensures that any curves contributing to p β are torically transverse, and by the assumption of Conjecture 1.8, curves contributing to (13) are torically transverse as well. The restriction of Forget to the locus of torically transverse curves in
is generically finite over its image with degree P (1)! · · · P (s)!, thus allowing us to apply the projection formula. On the other hand, every torically transverse curve in
) for precisely one s-partition P of d, specifically, the partition with
for each i. When (14) is satisfied for each i, we write β ∈ [P ].
Since ev x factors through Forget, it is clear that the point condition pulls back to the point condition. Also, since Forget does not destabilize torically transverse (or irreducible) curves, ψ d+1 and Forget * ψ x agree on the relevant loci. Furthermore, the local deformation/obstruction theory for torically transverse curves is the same whether we are in the log setting or not. We can thus apply the projection formula to compute 
